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ACHIEVEMENTS
SFI External Professor and
Science Board member
Mercedes Pascual has
been awarded the Ecological Society of America’s Robert H. MacArthur
Award. The award, given
every other year, recognizes a mid-career ecologist for “meritorious contributions to ecology
with the expectation of continued outstanding
ecological research.” Pascual is recognized for
her contributions to the theory of food web
structure; the ecology, spread, and evolution of
infectious diseases; and the development and
application of novel computational methods
for relating climate to disease.
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SFI External Professor
Melanie Moses has been
awarded the James S.
McDonnell Foundation’s
21st Century Science
Initiative in Studying
Complex Systems –
Scholar Award for 2014.
She was selected for the
award for “furthering the science of complex
systems via the continued development of the
theory and tools used in the study of complex
research.” The award comes with a six year,
$450,000 grant, with which Moses says
she plans to continue her research of how
cooperative behavior emerges in complex
systems. n

Video: Mathematician Steven
Strogatz shows how math underpins
our lives, from finding the perfect romantic partner to understanding how
Google works. SFI 2014 Community
Lecture

could do to improve city life?” 2014
Aspen Ideas Festival interview by The
Atlantic - Cities
Video: SFI External Professor Dan
Rockmore is co-creator of a new
documentary retelling the advent of the
BASIC programming language 50 years
ago at Dartmouth College. Dartmouth
College video

Video: SFI External Professor Seth
Lloyd proffers a mode of time travel
that is both theoretically possible and
creatively irresistible. SFI 2014
Community Lecture

Video: SFI Professor Luis Bettencourt says integrating the needs of
people and governments is one key to
the challenges of rapid urbanization.
Aspen Ideas Festival panel discussion

Video: SFI’s Luis Bettencourt
and Geoffrey West are among the
experts who weigh in on the question
“What’s the number one thing we
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Collective thinking as cognition

Della Vigil’s straw appliqué wins
2014 Spanish Market honors

On one level, brains are just blobs of neurons; on another, they are the world’s most
sophisticated computers. A recent meeting
at SFI explored the possibility that societies,
whether ant or human, are computers too.
“There’s a lot of research recently on describing cognition computationally,” says
Bryan Daniels, a researcher at the University of Wisconsin’s Center for Complexity
and Collective Computation, or C4. At the
same time, scientists are looking more and
more at the collective behavior of groups of
organisms.
The late-July working group, “Collective
Cognition: Quantifying Distributed Inference,” was organized by Daniels and fellow
C4 researchers Chris Ellison, Philip Poon,
and SFI External Professor Jessica Flack, who
co-directs C4.
The meeting brought together research-

ers who study cognitive science, social
networks, and animal societies to begin to
identify connections in the still-emerging
field.
One intriguing topic the group discussed
was that cultures served as a kind of collective social computer: a culture accumulates information over the generations and
transforms it into new ideas and new ways
of life.
There were points of contention – what, for
example, counts as collective cognition? –
but by the end of the discussions the group
had begun talking about a framework for
future work, says Daniels.
“Much like the systems we’re studying, connecting with researchers who are developing similar ideas is leading to a broader understanding” of computation in the natural
world, he says. n

Della Vigil won the “Innovation
Within Tradition” award at Santa
Fe’s 63rd Annual Traditional
Spanish Market in July, an internationally renowned art competition sponsored by the Spanish
Colonial Arts Society of Santa Fe.
Her “Florecimiento de Amor”
(Love Blossoming), a straw appliqué piece, was praised by judges
for its “innovative introduction of
modern characteristics to a traditional craft while demonstrating a clear connection to New
Mexican artistic traditions.”

EDUC ATION
technique became widely regarded as “poor
man’s gold.”

2014 REUs work shoulder to shoulder
with complexity’s top minds
Some 650 U.S. research centers host
NSF-sponsored Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REU) summer programs.
Only one offers its participants a chance to
work shoulder to shoulder with the leading
thinkers in complex systems science.
Juniper Lovato, SFI Education Program Coordinator, says a key motive of the Institute’s
REU program is to train the next generation
of complexity scholars to one day take over
as leading complexity scholars.
SFI 2014 REU Marcus Levine, who is double
majoring in astrophysics and philosophy
from Columbia University, says his stay at
SFI has provided him a unique opportunity
to immerse in a topic of his choice – analysis
of the human microbiome, “ecosystems”
in the human body that he believes haven’t
received enough attention.
“It occurred to me that we really don’t have
a good dataset for microbial interaction in
the human body,” says Levine. “Something
I’m trying to do is identify structures in
these interaction networks.”
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Innovation

His SFI mentors included Professor David
Wolpert, Omidyar Fellow Eric Libby, and
former Omidyar Fellow James O’Dwyer.
For 2014 REU Emily Robertson, an economics major from Portland State University, the
economy is a complex system, and she is interested in understanding how cooperative
behavior emerges in large groups of people.
Her research so far has involved creating
threshold models for collective action problems, in which individuals decide whether or
not to participate in a collective action. She
hopes her research will provide insight into
individual decision making strategies in massive social gatherings like the Arab Spring
protests of 2010 -2011.
She worked alongside SFI External Professor
John Miller.
“Research opportunities at larger schools
can be limited, and most projects prefer
students with prior experience,” she says.
“I never would have received this amount
of attention at Portland State.” n

continued from page 1

systems to see what progress is possible in
developing a general theory,” says Dunne,
who initiated the meeting.
The word novelty itself doesn’t really work
for Wagner, the workshop’s host; it already
has a very specific meaning in economics and
evolutionary biology, he says.
But if the participants can settle on an

overarching theory that can be applied to
various disciplines, he says, “then we’ll have
somewhere to go. We’ll have made that step
forward. Because theories unify knowledge.”

“Winning an award like this can really help
elevate me as an artist,” Vigi says. "It
was overwhelming, but it was good because
people were interested in an art form that
dates back hundreds of years.”
She is an administrative specialist in SFI’s Office of the Vice President for Science.
Straw appliqué is a method of inlaying a
golden straw design onto wood and coating
it with varnish, yielding a shimmering design
with the look of gold but without the price
tag. Many colonial-era villagers in Northern
New Mexico used this method to decorate
precious items with a golden finish. The
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Insect farming

Vigil was first selected to participate in the
Traditional Spanish Market in 2008 and has
won past awards for her straw appliqué
designs. Her work has been exhibited in The
Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, sold at the
Santuario de Chimayo gift shops, and commissioned by collectors. She teaches workshops on the art, and some of her students
have won awards too.
For Vigil it is simply a labor of love.
“It’s a great way for me to unwind after a
long day,” she says. “I’m fascinated by old
things, and it is important to me to keep
the traditions of my ancestors alive and pass
them on to the next generation.”
For more information on the award and
straw appliqué, visit the Spanish Colonial
Arts Society website. n
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comparing and contrasting them is not
productive.”
If, in fact, something along the lines of
convergent evolution (the development
of similar features in species of different
lineages) is happening, Peregrine says that
opens questions about how various functional and developmental constraints led to
food gathering and production.

“What if some of the effects of agriculture on insect societies help us understand
what happened in human societies once
“Innovation is something that’s really central to agriculture was adopted,” says Peregrine,
human life,” he adds. “It’s intrinsically interest- an archaeologist. “If we can identify some
of the causes and consequences of human
ing to study it.” n
agriculture as being shared with insects,
then I think that helps us to build broader

theories of cultural evolution based on
well-established principles and processes of
organic evolution.”
He also hopes to build lasting relationships
between groups of researchers, such as
biologists who have been bridging the gap
between organic and cultural evolution and
Peregrine’s fellow archaeologists.
“Food-getting strategies are a basic function
of any organism and play a profound role
in directing the course of evolution,” says
Peregrine. “Understanding the evolution of
a rare and unique food-getting strategy – in
this case agriculture – might help us in refining or even in developing new approaches to
understanding evolution.” n

